
Easy to use, best of class Interactive Electronic
Technical Publication solution

 PRODUCT HIGHLIGHT
IETP 

CORENA IETP 

CORENA develops document manage-

ment and system integration software 

for the defense, aerospace, automo-

tive, energy, and maritime industries.

CORENA’s Commercial-Off-The-Shelf 

products are highly configurable and 

allow for the solution to be aligned 

with your business processes. We 

offer solutions that handle the entire 

lifecycle including data input, manage-

ment, publishing and delivery.

Visit us at www.corena.com

  Provide customers with intelligent, product specific technical information   

 delivered tailored to specific equipment configuration

  Increase maintenance productivity and throughput

  Support new program requirements for S1000D and ATA iSpec2200

  Features revision highlighting, content filtering, and on-demand pop-ups with  

     related information

   Full integration with CORENA S1000D and CORENA iSpec2200 or stand alone  

      solution. 

ADVANCED BUILDER AND VIEWER

With CORENA IETP you can quickly and easily build a publication set (IETP/IETM) 

and view it in a web browser. CORENA IETP is a browser-based web and CD-ROM 

distribution environment that provides an identical technology framework for 

both stand-alone and online use. It works with all standard web browsers and is 

highly configurable, so you can adapt it to fit your data handling processes.

BUILD, RENDER AND DEPLOY - IT COULD NOT BE EASIER

CORENA IETP is both a builder and a browser. The Java-based builder transforms 

source data into a deployable image for the browser. The browser provides a cli-

ent runtime framework for document suite images generated by the builder. 

With CORENA IETP you can build a 
publication set and view it in a web 
browser



KEY CAPABILITIES

 Search functionality 

CORENA IETP includes a search engine, which provides full text search as well as 

context sensitive search, meaning that a text string is only found within speci-

fied document context. The system also allows the user to search across manu-

als. Both structured (XML) and unstructured data (PDF) can be indexed.

 S1000D and ATA iSpec2200 effectivity/applicability resolution down to 

tail numbers incl. SBs 

IETP runtime dynamically filters displayed content based on applicability para-

meters entered by the user.

 Effectivity/applicability handling

CORENA IETP allows aircraft effectivity to be resolved on-the-fly, within the client 

browser,  and without any need for processing on a server. This feature allows 

display of customized documentation by aircraft tail number.

 XSLT style sheets with highlighting of changes

Style sheets for electronic distribution written in XSLT, including styles for mark-

ing revision data. Revision markup can be highlighted to indicate changes in the 

data between revisions.

 Transparent operation in a web and CD-ROM environment 

Identical technology framework is used for both standalone deployment (optical 

media, laptops, tablets) and intranet/internet deployment. This ensures identical 

look and feel, operation and functionality.

 Temporary Revision handling functionality 

Incremental content updates outside regular revision cycle are possible.

 Support of navigation in intelligent graphics

Hotspots in CGM illustrations can interact with text and vice versa. Typical ap-

plication is Illustrated Part Catalog or Wiring Diagram.

 Seamless integration with CORENA S1000D and CORENA iSpec2200

IETP can be tightly integrated with CORENA’s S1000D or iSpec2200 solutions. 

The ITEP Builder can also be configured independently to handle output of 3rd 

party publishing systems.
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